
CHAMPAGNE DELAMOTTE COLLECTION 
Blanc de Blancs 1999 

Delamotte Collection, A Well-Kept Secret

Champagne Delamotte is the sixth oldest house in Champagne, founded in 1760. Time 
gives sense to our existence: a History, a family, and its a motto “Vive et me ama” that rings 
on in our House, in the heart of the Côte des Blancs. Delamotte Collection engraves an 
expression of our History throughout the ages.  Preciously guarded in our cellars in Le 
Mesnil-sur-Oger, a handful of mature vintages that are called “Collection”, age longer on 
lees and are disgorged only on demand. These special cuvées are then labeled by 
hand. The wines are dressed with a metal label of black and gold and will surprise the 
most sophisticated palates. 

A Huge Harvest – 1999

The biggest harvest ever in the Champagne history! One of the warmest summers of 
the century! However, the mild winter and the warm early spring were followed by a 
sequence of hailstorms. Then, the weather recovered and the flower beautifully 
blossomed on June 11th for the Chardonnay. A few rainfalls in early July and a surprising 
August: a cold snap and lunar eclipse on the 11th. The harvest looked great, started well, 
but ended up in the rain. The production, already big, became huge.

Delamotte Blanc de Blancs Collection 1999 is a complete and structured wine. It turns out 
to be as deep and powerful as bright and complex; its finesse and delicate aromas seduce. 
Wildly elegant, it unveils a large capacity for aging for a still young vintage. It has a high 
minerality and also a rich side, that looks like an autumn breakfast, full of pastries.
This multi-faceted wine will adorn a sudden urge, dress a rich aperitif, and sublimate a 
refined dinner. It could be poured with all delicacies, from starter to dessert, whether you 
serve poultry or fish.

To keep its character intact, this vintage should be served not iced, but at cellar 
temperature, ideally between 10-12°C (50-54°F).
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